
The number of vaccines administered worldwide connues to 
gather pace. 86 mil doses were administered at the end of Janu-
ary, 241 mil at the end of February, 574 mil at the end of March 
1.2 bil at the end of April, 1.7 bil at the end of May, 2.7 bil at the 
end of June and 4 bil at the end of July.  Significant progress has 
been made in the developed markets with undeveloped mar-
kets having to play catchup.

The various variants of COVID 19 (most notably the Delta vari-
ant) are providing challenges to governments and health offi-
cials aroud the world.  Whilst the vaccine seems to provide 
good protecon against death (given the reducon in death sta-
scs) it doesn’t necessarily provide full immunity from con-
tracon.  This remains the primary driver of governments liing restricons on economies and social engagement.  On balance we 
remain favourably disposed to a “risk on” environment.

On 28 July the Federal Reserve issued the following statement:

“The Commiee seeks to achieve maximum employment and inflaon at the rate of 2 percent over the longer run. With inflaon 
having run persistently below this longer-run goal, the Commiee will aim to achieve inflaon moderately above 2 percent for some 
me so that inflaon averages 2 percent over me and longer term inflaon expectaons remain well anchored at 2 percent. The 
Commiee expects to maintain an accommodave stance of monetary policy unl these outcomes are achieved. The Commiee 
decided to keep the target range for the federal funds rate at 0 to 1/4 percent and expects it will be appropriate to maintain this 
targtarget range unl labour market condions have reached levels consistent with the Commiee's assessments of maximum employ-
ment and inflaon has risen to 2 percent and is on track to moderately exceed 2 percent for some me. Last December, the Commit-
tee indicated that it would connue to increase its holdings of Treasury securies by at least $80 billion per month and of agency 
mortgage backed securies by at least $40 billion per month unl substanal further progress has been made toward its maximum 
employment and price stability goals. Since then, the economy has made progress toward these goals, and the Commiee will 
cconnue to assess progress in coming meengs. These asset purchases help foster smooth market funconing and accommodave 
financial condions, thereby supporng the flow of credit to households and businesses.”

It can be seen below that the US Treasury curve for July moved lower across all maturies from 1 year out.  In addion the US Dollar 
also weakened against major developed market currencies.  The accommodave monetary and fiscal policy by the Fed together 
with lower inflaonary pressures connue to support a “risk on” environment and asset classes like equies.
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US GDP grew at an annualised rate of 6.5% in Qtr2.  The key 
driver of the growth is consumer spending which grew at 11.8%.  
Whilst domesc investment and government consumpon grew 
in absolute terms their growth rates were negave from the prior 
quarter.  The rebound in GDP and improvement in the US econo-
my is providing a plaorm for good corporate earnings.

We connue to believe in maintaining our technology and 
healthcare exposures through the S&P500 and supplemenng 
this with specific ETF’s to increase these weighngs in the over-
all porolio.  We have seen some recovery in the Clean Tech ETF 
as technology has re-rated.  The Lithium ETF is starng to create 
value in the porolio as the underlying stocks start to benefit 
from a recovery in the price of Lithium as shown in the graph.

All developed market indices were up for the month; emerging markets, led by China, was the biggest loser retracing 6.2% for the 
month.  Technology (3.2%) and Healthcare (4.6%) were the biggest winners.  The threat of a rise in longer term inflaon connues 
to dissipate which is good for Technology valuaons in general.  Healthcare connues to benefit from the tail wind of the COVID pan-
demic as showed in the earnings results below.  The S&P500 remains the best index to be invested in over the past 5 years.
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earnings and valuations

equities

indices performance (rolling cumulative five year returns in usd):

Pfizer reported stellar Qtr2 results beang top and boom line 
expectaons.  Net profit for the quarter totaled $5.56 bil on reve-
nue of $18.98 bil many thanks to its COVID 19 vaccine, which ac-
counted for 41% of its revenue in the quarter.  The graph along-
side shows the forecasted revenue for the full year 2021 and the 
effect the COVID 19 vaccine is projected to have on its results.  
This demonstrates our focus on upweighng the exposure to 
healthcare.

source: ishares



Apple reported blowout Qtr2 results with revenue soaring 36% 
to $81.4 bil for the quarter!  This is tradionally the weakest 
quarter for Apple as iphone users typically wait ll Qtr3 to up-
grade.  This quarter was the strongest ever in its history with 
iphone sales driving the growth.  All of the other segments as 
shown in the graph alongside have also displayed growth in 
excess of 10%.  The company did moderate its growth expecta-
ons gions given the global chip shortage issues. 

Tech giants connue to generate outstanding growth and re-
turns.  The scalability and reach of these businesses as well as the 
adopon by consumers worldwide is supporng valuaons.  
Mega tech is however causing headaches for governments 
around the world whether it be an-compe ve related issues or 
taxaon issues.  This will no doubt have some impact on the 
growth rates of these businesses but for the me being one 
ccannot ignore these in ones porolio!   

We have previously highlighted the earnings surprises across all sectors of the S&P500. With nearly 60% of the companies having 
reported Qtr2 results, 88% of these companies have reported posive EPS surprises.  Below is a table showing the extent thereof 
across all industries.  At the end of June it was forecasted that EPS would rise by 63.1% for Qtr2 2021 compared to 2020.  It is now 
forecasted that EPS will rise by 85.1% for Qtr2. 

S&P 500

We connue to believe in maintaining our technology and 
healthcare exposures through the S&P500 and supplemenng 
this with specific ETF’s to increase these weighngs in the over-
all porolio.  We have seen some recovery in the Clean Tech ETF 
as technology has re-rated.  The Lithium ETF is starng to create 
value in the porolio as the underlying stocks start to benefit 
from a recovery in the price of Lithium as shown in the graph.
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Tesla connues to make significant strides in increasing its scale 
and producon of electric vehicles.  The graph alongside shows 
the ramp up in deliveries over the past decade which is prey 
staggering.  The investment and commissioning of its giga facto-
ries in China, Germany and the US will enable Tesla to ramp up its 
delivery schedules to meet rising demand.  Once this inflecon 
point is reached, Tesla will start to ramp up its profitability and 
hophopefully start to make the extended valuaon more acceptable!  



Full year 2021 forecasted earnings growth connues to be revised upwards across most of the sectors.  S&P500 earning are expect-
ed to increase by 40.7% now versus 36.1% at the end of June.  As economies open up and the global supply chains get going, visibil-
ity starts to improve.

Full year 2022 forecasted earnings growth connues to be broad based but more moderate than 2021.  Earnings revisions have 
trended down marginally with the S$P500 forecasted to grow by 9.7% versus 11.6% at the end of June.

The recent sell off of Chinese equies has been nothing short of mind blowing with $1.5 trillion in market cap wiped out (we hope 
temporarily!).  We have aached a click through to a video on the inner workings of Chinese policy and how this has effected inves-
tor appete towards Chinese companies whether they are listed in Shanghai, Hong Kong or via an American Depository Receipt in 
the US. 

hps://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2021-07-28/why-china-s-stock-market-is-selling-off-video

Clarity from Beijing is paramount on the way forward to insll confidence in investors over the medium to long term.  Unl this is 
forthcoming investors are likely to sit on the side lines and watch with bated breath.  We connue to believe that a global equity 
porolio needs to have exposure to Alibaba and Tencent to name a few and think that these businesses will ride out the current 
storm.

On the commodity front, Anglo and Rio Tinto reported staggering interim results to 30 June 2021.  EBITDA was $12.1 bil for Anglo 
and $22 bil for Rio showing the extent of rising USD commodity prices on underlying cash generaon.  Both have aggressive 
pay-out raos (Anglo 40% and Rio 75%) so healthy interim dividends are to be expected from these companies.  We have liked this 
sector for a while given the free cash flow generaon off the back of commodity prices and high pay-out raos.   We remain fa-
vourably exposed to this sector using either single stock selecon (i.e. Sibanye) or a metals and mining ETF.

We connue to believe in maintaining our technology and 
healthcare exposures through the S&P500 and supplemenng 
this with specific ETF’s to increase these weighngs in the over-
all porolio.  We have seen some recovery in the Clean Tech ETF 
as technology has re-rated.  The Lithium ETF is starng to create 
value in the porolio as the underlying stocks start to benefit 
from a recovery in the price of Lithium as shown in the graph.
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We connue to believe in maintaining our technology and 
healthcare exposures through the S&P500 and supplemenng 
this with specific ETF’s to increase these weighngs in the over-
all porolio.  We have seen some recovery in the Clean Tech ETF 
as technology has re-rated.  The Lithium ETF is starng to create 
value in the porolio as the underlying stocks start to benefit 
from a recovery in the price of Lithium as shown in the graph.

Global equity markets have reacted posively to corporate earnings surprises as well as the most recent stance by the Fed on mone-
tary and fiscal policy.  The recent sell off in Chinese equies has had a profound effect on emerging market equity performance.  We 
hope this has been overdone as its difficult to exclude exposure to the second largest economy in the world from an equity perspec-
ve. 

In South Africa, we experienced one of the worst polical weeks in history with wide spread loong and disrespect for the rule of 
law.  With the benefit of hindsight it was probably a cking me bomb as the gap between the “haves and the have nots” is only get-
ng wider.  If anything, the ANC need to speed up policy changes to encourage job creaon and a more inclusive economy.  Unl 
this happens, inequality will prevail and more unrest is likely to emerge.  The ANC seems to be more divided now than in its history 
so one hopes that CR can weed out the detractors and get on with rebuilding South Africa and inslling confidence again.
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